The most relevant security threats in cloud computing are data breaches and data loss. Thus, to bring cloud computing to the next level, customers need to be ensured that a cloud provider securely and transparently offers the promised functionality. The currently discussed and probably most promising concept is ‘Security Audit as a Service’ (SAaaS) where a third party, called the auditor, supervises the cloud provider on behalf of the user.

Therefore, the overall project is to develop and integrate cryptographic building blocks for secure and liable cloud audits. Our focus will be on PAL as the acronym for:

Privacy: The process of auditing requires the collection and analysis of digital evidence about the user and/or the service provider. It is necessary that by doing so, the privacy of these parties must not be violated. This also includes aspects like confidentiality of outsourced data.

Availability: A main concern with respect to the usage of cloud services is the availability of the outsourced data. Consequently, this needs to be also addressed by a cloud service audit. In addition, availability is necessary for the collected meta data and the results of computations as well.

Liability: This property has been mostly overlooked so far. Especially when cloud services are used by enterprises, the question of liability needs to be settled. This covers both the service provider and the auditor. In cryptographic terms: each party needs to be able to convincingly prove that it did its job.

The project will be coordinated by Universität Mannheim (UMA) and both partner will be involved into each task but partly to different extent. It is funded by the Baden Württemberg Stiftung up to an amount of €514,000 and will last from 11/2015 to 08/2018.
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